
Rehab Aide

ROBERT SMITH

Phone: (123) 456 78 99 
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website: www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn:

linkedin.com/qwikresume
Address: 1737 Marshville Road,

Alabama.

Objective

Working with both patients and therapists in departmental, pool and hospital inpatient settings 
while maintaining department paperwork and charges with high patient service ratings.

Skills

Microsoft Office.

Work Experience

Rehab Aide
ABC Corporation  2005 – 2008 
 Rotated between departments 3 therapists in both land and water settings to ensure patients 

safety and provide help with exercises and modalities such as hot and cold packs, e-stim, 
ultrasounds, paraffin, whirlpool and fluido therapy.

 Maintained front office and subsequent duties when required while completing assigned tasks 
ranging from charts, charge input, supply orders and obtaining scripts from doctors for 
therapy continuation.

 Assisted Banners pulmonary department by ensuring patient safety through monitoring when 
oxygen tanks were full and if not replaced them.

 Responsible for taking patient blood pressure and help with patient exercises assigned by the 
therapists.

 Cleaned and sterilized department equipment such as the pool, hydroculator, both hot and 
cold pack machines, paraffin, fluido, e-stim, and ultrasound.

 Maintained a clean patient room setting by changing out dirty linens and replacing with clean 
and sterilizing all gym equipment after every patient use.

 In charge of patient call back verifying how they are doing and then inputting patient stats 
and discharges that ultimately would be taken down to HIMS.

Rehab Aide
Allstar Therapies Loyalhanna Care Center  2003 – 2005 
 Provide program and patient organization for 41+ patients and charts each week for the 

Therapy Department; oversee patient scheduling for future appointments utilizing MS Word 
and Casamba in-house software.

 Schedule and attend morning meetings with other facility staff to discuss patient updates and
relevant procedures for 117 residents within this facility.

 Manage patient transportation to and from Physical and Occupational Therapy and oversee all
program administration functions including updates of patient charts, physical and speech 
therapy scheduling for patients with Alzheimers.

 &quot;Daniel has shown himself to be organized and efficient in completing assigned tasks.
 He displays the necessary qualities needed for this position within a very demanding 

atmosphere.
 He is flexible, punctual and dependable.
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 Daniel treats coworkers and clients with respect and understanding.&quot; - Beth W., PTA, 
Allstar Therapies at Loyalhanna Care Center.

Education

Certificate of Physical Therapy Technician Program in Physical Therapy - (Apollo College - 
Phoenix, AZ)
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